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7 Profit Principles for Volatile Markets 

How do traders handle such high volatility? In this 

section, we'll look at a few methods traders use to 

take advantage of a volatile market without getting 

run over. One trading instrument that traders love to 

employ in these kinds of markets are stock options. 

Options offer great leverage, which amplifies small 

moves. 

Since the end of August, the market (SPX) has had 

some big daily swings (up to 2%+ intraday) in either 

direction. There's lots of movement in both directions 

during the day and opportunities to trade multiple 

times. This means options will move big as well. For 

example, a 50-point move in the options we're trading 

is generating about $2,500 profit per contract (to give 

you perspective, a roughly 2% move in SPX is around 

85-90 points). And remember, we're starting to see 

these swings regularly!

However, even though there's a lot of opportunity 

right now to walk away with some big profits, there's 

always risk. So it's important you follow these seven 

principles to minimize your risk while still going after 

big gains. 

1. Quick Trades
We've talked about how traders move in and out of 

the market quickly. During volatile periods like we 

have now, this is more or less a necessity. You aren't 

going to see many traders holding their positions for 

a long time in this type of market. 

Fast trades don't mean swinging for the fences. 

Often, it is just the opposite. Small profits in a short 

amount of time so capital can be freed up for the 

next opportunity. That isn't to say that every trade 

results in small profits. Just because the market is 

volatile doesn't mean you can't take larger profits. It 

will just depend on the setup and market dynamics. 

Let's look at how traders increase their profits while 

maximizing their use of capital in a fast-moving 

market. 

2. Take Partial Profits
The idea behind taking partial profits is to identify an 

area that you can partially close out a trade for profit 

and allow the remaining position to earn more. Some 

traders may identify a static area to take some 

contracts off. This might be the halfway point or at 

one-third. Either way, you want to reduce your 

exposure to the market. No need to overstay your 

welcome. When your trade begins showing a profit, 

it's time to consider locking in some of that profit by 

closing out part of the trade. 

For example, you buy six call option contracts at .30. 

The underlying stock rises, pushing your calls up to 

.75. You've identified that the current area in the 

underlying is resistance, which means your calls are 

not likely to rise much more. You take½ of your 

contracts off for a profit of $45 per contract or 3 x .45 

= $135. The remaining contracts are given the 

opportunity to go higher, increasing the overall profit 

on the trade. 

Using the same trade from above but with a different 

profit target, the trader may identify 1.00 as their final 

profit target. In that case, once the trade reaches .65 

(the halfway point between .30 and 1.00), they close 

out three contracts for a profit of $35 per contract or 

$105, letting the remaining three contracts ride. In 

both cases, the trader gave half of their position a 

chance to earn more profit. 
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Remember, volatility has taken off and you can profit 

from it. As I said earlier, the traders who know what 

they're doing -- and who are following those seven 

principles mentioned above -- are making $20,000 to 

$50,000 in a single day. 

So what does this mean for your trading? It means 

there's never been a better time than right now to get 

serious about trading. If you do you can be poised to 

take advantage of great opportunities that are 

occurring nearly every day. While we haven't gone 

through every detail of how to use options in this 

environment, you're walking away with knowledge of 

what is possible. 

And if you're serious about seizing the current 

opportunities in the market then I encourage you to 

act on what you learned here today. 

If you have a little more time to educate yourself 

about trading I recommend you also check out a 

video I made titled, Secret Income Streams Banks 

Don't Want You To Know About. 

Tap/Click HERE to see what the 

Big Banks don't want you to know 

(I think you'll be surprised) 

Before I became a trading coach and mentor I spent 

over 20 years as a trader and portfolio manager. I 

helped manage over $650 million of assets for the 

Ultra High Net Worth division at Vanguard. And in this 

short video I share an insider secret about how big 

banks profit 80-90% of the time while retail traders 

lose 80-90% of the time. Plus, you'll see how you can 

start trading like the banks. It's worth the watch ... 

Click the link below: 

»> Secret Income Streams Banks Don't Want You To

Know About. 

To your prosperity, 
Dave Aquino 
Base Camp Trading 
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